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A. Introduction and background
In 2018, the Board proposed a new Constitution designed to incorporate developments in
good governance, industry standards, legal obligations, organisational requirements and to
ensure the sustainability of the Association. The new Constitution was put to a vote of
Members at the Annual General Meeting in Perth in November 2018. Despite the majority of
Members voting in favour of the proposed changes, the Association did not achieve the
required 75% member approval threshold.
The AASW was originally established as a not-for-profit, unincorporated association and
became a public company limited by guarantee in May 1982. Since becoming incorporated,
the Association has undertaken a number of reviews of its Constitution.
In 2008, the Association updated its Constitution to embed its Objectives and Code of Ethics.
Board membership was reduced from 14 to 9, and the practice of each Branch appointing a
Director to the Board was replaced by a national election process, with all votes being of equal
value; provision was also made for electronic voting. The revised Constitution clarified the
roles of Branches and the National Office and delineated the roles and responsibilities of the
Board and officers of the company (in particular the CEO). It also amalgamated various sets
of branch by-laws into one company-wide set of by-laws, capable of amendment by the Board
of Directors.
The 2015 revision of the Constitution clarified membership eligibility, specified the
circumstances for rejecting new members and clearly delineated the previously ambiguous
rights of student members. The requirement for an Executive Committee of the Board was
removed, and the Finance, Risk and Ethics Committees were specified as required subCommittees of the Board. The new constitution also required that a Company Secretary be
appointed to the Association (to comply with Corporations Act requirements) and instituted
a time limit on the capacity of a Director to remain a member of the Board.
In 2018, the Board recommended a new Constitution to Members which, inter alia, proposed
transferring operational aspects of the Association’s Branch network from the Constitution to
the ByLaws, transferring the Australian College of Social Work (a category of Membership)
from the Constitution to the ByLaws and having Directors elect the National President from
amongst their number. Whilst majority support for these changes was received when the
new Constitution was put to a vote, it did not achieve the required 75% member approval
threshold.
Having deliberated on feedback received during the consultation process prior to the 2018
vote, the Board has undertaken a further review of the Association’s Constitution and has
resolved to revert to Members for approval of changes that were not controversial or received
almost unanimous, positive feedback from Members during the consultation phase in 2018.
The Board’s objectives remain identical to those pursued for Constitutional reform in 2018,
which is to:
• Ensure that the AASW can flexibly and sustainably meet governance requirements, now
and into the future;
• Further align Governance documents with contemporary governance frameworks;
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• Identify necessary changes to ensure compliance with the external legislative environment
to which we are accountable; and
• Address remaining discrepancies between our current Constitution and Bylaws.
The Board is of the view that the proposed updates to the Constitution proposed in this
Discussion Paper will assist in the smooth running of the Association.
B. Constitution Committee
A Constitution Committee has been established to oversee the Constitution review. The
members of the Committee are:





Brenda Clare, Chair
Christine Craik, National President
Jenny Rose, Director
Geoff Bennett, Company Secretary.

C. Key dates
The Board proposes to have a revised Constitution presented to Members at an Extraordinary
General Meeting (“EGM”) on 24 May 2019. Leading up to the EGM, members will be consulted
on the proposed changes and have the opportunity to comment and provide feedback. This
Discussion Paper is a component of the consultation process.
Members are invited to submit comments or questions to the AASW Company Secretary,
Geoff Bennett, at geoff.bennett@aasw.asn.au, or by telephone on (03) 9320 1017. All
feedback must be received before 5:00pm Australian Eastern Summer Time on Monday 18
March 2019.
The Association is planning to establish a page on its website dedicated to the proposed
Constitutional reforms. Member feedback on the proposed changes to the Constitution will
be posted on the Association’s website, unless members “opt-out” of this process and request
that their feedback remains confidential.
Members are also invited to participate in a GoToWebinar session with the National
President, Lynne Harrold (National Vice-President) and Brooke Kooymans (AASW Director) at
7:00pm Australian Eastern Summer Time, Tuesday 5 March 2019. Details of how Members
may participate in the GoToWebinar Session will be provided to Members shortly.
The following schedule has been developed with respect to the revised Constitution:
Phase

Date

Discussion Paper distributed to members

26 February 2019

GoToWebinar Session with Members (hosted by the 7:00pm Australian
National President, National Vice-President (Lynne Eastern Summer Time,
Harrold) and AASW Director – Brooke Kooymans
Tuesday 5 March 2019
Closing date for feedback on Discussion Paper

18 March 2019

Constitution Committee review of Member feedback

25 March 2019
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Phase (continued)

Date

Proposed updated Constitution endorsed by Board

30 April 2019

Notice of Extraordinary General Meeting, Explanatory Notes Around 1 May 2019
and Proxy form dispatched to Members
(21 days prior to EGM)
Extraordinary General Meeting

4:00pm Australian
Eastern Standard
Time, Friday 24 May
2019

D. Composition of updated Constitution
1

Introductory comments

Key elements of the proposed changes to the Constitution are outlined below for Member
feedback and comment. For ease of reference, proposed changes to the Constitution are
presented in “like group topics”. The benefits, drawbacks and risks (if any) are also presented
in tabular form for Member assessment.
In addition: the Association will post a copy of the Constitution with proposed changes to the
clauses highlighted in “marked-up” format, on the Association’s website. Members who
would prefer to review a “clean copy” of the Constitution (that is, without the tracked
changes) may do so upon request from the Company Secretary.
2 Board of Directors
A number of changes to the Board of Directors are proposed, and include


A reduction in the number of National Vice-Presidents (from two to one)



A change in the terms of office of Directors



Greater flexibility in creating (and retiring) Committees of the Board



Removing clauses with respect to Alternate Directors



Clarifying that a person chairing a Board meeting does not have a casting vote, in the
event that a motion is tied.

The proposed changes and rationale for the changes are explained below.
2.1 Proposed change to reduce the number of National Vice Presidents from two to one

Benefits of the proposal
In the absence of a Board
Executive (abolished in
2015), the primary
function of the National
Vice President is to
deputise for the National

Risks (if any) of changing
Drawbacks of the proposal
the Constitution
No drawbacks are
The removal of the second
perceived for this proposal. Vice President merely
The proposal to reduce the aligns the Board structure
with the constitutional
number of National Vice
Presidents from two to one changes agreed by the
Membership in 2015.
streamlines Board
5
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President, should he or she administration and aligns
be unavailable to Chair
with practices at other
Board meetings.
Associations or companies
that is: to have “one
Ordinary Directors now
deputy”.
share equal responsibility
with the Vice President(s)
for chairing Board
Committees and
representing the
Association as delegated
by the Board.
The position of National
Vice President attracts an
honorarium twice that of
an ordinary Director. The
appointment of an
additional Director instead
of a second Vice president
would be a cost saving to
the Association

With the abolition of a
Board Executive, a second
Vice President is
redundant.

The argument that the
presence of two Vice
Presidents is beneficial for
succession planning does
not apply to the AASW
given that all positions to
the Board are directly
elected by members.

If proposed changes to the quantum of National Vice Presidents is approved by Members,
then there will be ancillary changes to other Clauses in the Constitution for example, Clauses
C13, C14 and D9 whereby the words “a National Vice President” will be replaced with the
words “the National Vice President”. Similarly, Clauses D7, E2 and F2 will read “the National
Vice President” rather than “Each National Vice President”.
2.2 Proposed changes to Terms of office for Directors
The first proposed change is for terms of office for Directors to commence at the end of the
relevant Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) and finish at the end of the third following AGM

Benefits of the proposal

Drawbacks of the proposal

The commencement and
ending of Board terms at
AGMs is common practice
for NFPs and public
companies.

The date of an AGM may
vary slightly from year to
year, thus slightly affecting
Directors’ period of tenure.
However, the Board is
obliged by the Corporations
Act and Company
Constitution to hold an
AGM within five months of
close of the Association’s
financial year.

It is considered better
governance practice for
Board members to present
themselves to Members at
an AGM before stepping
down. This practice makes

Risks (if any) of changing
the Constitution
There is no perceived risk in
accepting the proposal:
1) The accountability of
departing Directors is made
explicit by their presence at
the AGM; and
2) The new Board is able to
meet immediately after the
AGM, thus removing the
‘uncertainty risk’ of a time
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them accountable to
Members. If required, they
are available to answer
questions on the Annual
Report, Directors’ Report
and/or Statutory Accounts
that aligns with their
respective term of office.

gap between the formation
of a new Board and the
AGM.

This practice is particularly
important when there is a
change in President.
The second change proposes a decrease the maximum term limit of all Directors from
twelve years (4 x 3-year terms) to nine consecutive years (3 x 3-year terms). An individual
who serves the maximum of nine years consecutively, may be eligible to be Director again
after a break of one term (3 years).
Benefits of the proposal

Drawbacks of the proposal

A nine-year term limit for an
individual Director aligns
with better governance
practice than does a twelveyear maximum.

The proposal refers only to
the maximum time to be
served by Directors. Each
term remains subject to
Members’ decision to vote
for them. Hence their term
of office is always for a
period of no more than
three years.

It provides greater
opportunity for Board
renewal and the
introduction of fresh ideas
and skills. The timeframe
still provides continuity and
facilitates the transmission
of corporate knowledge
between Directors.

Risks (if any) of changing
the Constitution
Changes made to the
Association’s Constitution in
2015 (whereby a third of
Directors retire by rotation
each year) minimises the
risk of losing experienced
Directors “all at once”.

If proposed changes to terms of office of Directors are approved by Members, there will be
ancillary changes to other Clauses in the areas that govern the Returning Officer’s powers
with respect to Director elections for example, all of Section G, except Clause G6.
2.3 Proposed changes to creating (and retiring) Committees of the Board
The proposed change is for the Constitution to state that there be Board committees that
formally address the areas of Finance, Risk, Ethics and Regulation.
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Benefits of the proposal

Drawbacks of the proposal

Risks (if any) of changing
the Constitution

The proposed change seeks
to remove the constraints
associated with Rule D20 of
the Constitution which
specifies three compulsory
Board Committees: Finance,
Risk and Ethics.

No drawbacks are perceived
for this proposal. The intent
is merely to increase the
effectiveness and
responsiveness of the Board
committee structure. All
mandatory areas of
governance will continue to
be prioritised

Members are protected in
the knowledge that the key
areas of Board responsibility
(Finance, Risk, Ethics and
Regulation) are and will be
dealt with in greater detail
by Board sub-Committees
and embedded in the
Constitution.

The Board seeks greater
flexibility in the committee
structure applied to these
mandatory governance
considerations.

.

It seeks a mandate to set up
and retire specific
committees as required, to
support the effective
governance and functioning
of the Association.
2.4 Proposed changes to Alternate Directors
It is proposed that the Association discontinue the rule that permits a Director to appoint an
Alternate Director.

Benefits of the proposal

Drawbacks of the proposal

Alternate Directors are not
agents of the appointing
Directors and are subject to
the same legal duties and
liability as elected Directors.

No drawbacks are perceived
for this proposal. The Board
is of the view that the
concept of Alternate
Directors is outdated and
there is no need for a
Director to appoint an
alternate in an organisation
like AASW.

The perception that an
Alternate Director can
represent an absent
Director and vote in
accordance with the wishes
of the absent Director is
inaccurate. The
Corporations Act is clear on
this point: that Alternate

Risks (if any) of changing
the Constitution
The Board has the power to
appoint Members as
Directors to fill casual
vacancies on the Board that
may arise of from time to
time.
The risk is remote of the
Board being unable to act
because five or more
Directors are absent at any
one time.
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Directors need to act
independently.
The use of alternate
Directors is also potentially
disruptive to the proper
functioning of the Board and
is not considered best
practice.
2.5 Proposed change to Chairperson’s Casting Vote
It is proposed that the person chairing a Board meeting has a vote but does not have a
casting vote.
Benefits of the proposal

Drawbacks of the proposal

Risks (if any) of changing
the Constitution

Current Rule F4 is unclear
and needs to be updated.
The amended Constitution
will clarify that the person
chairing a Board meeting
has a vote but does not
have a casting vote. If a vote
is tied, then the motion will
not pass. This proposal will
align AASW with better
governance practice.

There are no perceived
drawbacks to the proposal.
It merely reduces the power
of the Chair of a meeting to
sway a vote one way or the
other in the event of a tied
vote.

The Board does not perceive
any risks from changing Rule
F4. The proposed rule
change is consistent with
the Parliamentary authority
principles espoused at Rule
L17.

3 National Committees
It is proposed that Section H be replaced with a general clause stating that the Board has
power to establish National Committees and to determine the terms/conditions of such
Committees.
Benefits of the proposal
Prescriptive details about
Committees do not need to
be in the Constitution and
are more appropriately
placed in the ByLaws or
Terms of Reference for each
committee.

Drawbacks of the proposal
There are no perceived
drawbacks to this proposal
Committee terms of
reference will maintain the
transparency and
accountability of committee
purpose, structure and
mandate.

Risks (if any) of changing
the Constitution
There is minimal risk
involved in replacing Section
H of the Constitution with
more general powers and
transferring the prescriptive
aspects of establishing a
National Committee to the
ByLaws.
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4 Other matters
The Board is taking the opportunity to tidy up, clarify, strengthen or reconcile other clauses
throughout the Constitution that may be affected if Members approve the rule changes
discussed above. Examples of these include:


Clause A8b(v), which now make it clear that Director renumeration (when and if it
occurs) must comply with the requirements of the Corporations Act



Clause B6(a), which now makes it clear the all financial members are entitled to attend
general meetings, address general meetings, vote on matters before the Members and
be nominated and appointed a Director of the Association (subject to compliance with
relevant clauses elsewhere in the Constitution)



Clause C7(a) – changing the word “vote” to the plural, “votes”.



Clause D14 a) will oblige future Boards to minute all appointments of officers and not
extend to appointments of all staff members. The Board notes that an officer is defined
in the Constitution and so it does not anticipate that there will be any confusion as to
whom the rule will apply to.



Clause D14 d) will replace the words “Executive Committee” (which no longer exists)
with the words “all meetings of Committees of the Board”.



Clause D22 now clarifies how Directors are to act, in the instance that they have a
material personal interest in a matter that may be before Directors for consideration



Clause E5b) now makes it clear that the Board has the right to determine the terms and
conditions under with the Company Secretary holds office and not just renumeration
and other benefits



Clause F5 a) – making it clear that a resolution is passed when the last Director entitled
to sign signs the document containing the resolution. This means that if a Director is not
entitled to sign a resolution (because of, say, a conflict of interest), then the resolution
becomes effective upon the last Director who is entitled to sign, signs the document.



Clause F6 a). Reflects better governance practice and instils a discipline on the Board to
(on an annual basis) re-affirm the use of technology to hold Board meetings using any
technology that has been consented to by Directors.



Clause K1 – changing the word “permanent” to “prudent” disposition of funds, which
corresponds with better governance practice



Clause K10 – cross referencing this Clause with the applicable statute contained in the
Corporations Act.



Clauses L2 and L15 – making it clear that the financial statements must be prepared and
audited in accordance with the Corporations Act.



Clause L16 – making it clear that reports required to be presented to Members at an
AGM must comply with the Corporations Act.



Clause L21 – clarifying the circumstances in which the Company Seal is to be applied.
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E. Transitional provisions
It is proposed that transitional clauses be included in the updated Constitution to permit an
orderly implementation of clauses that are approved for change. It is expected that there
will be a transition period following the Extraordinary General Meeting before any proposed
changes come into effect.
F. Proposed changes to the Constitution available in “marked-up” format
Changes that the Board envisages will be made to the Constitution (subject to Member
approval) are available in “marked-up” format on the Association’s website :
https://www.aasw.asn.au/about-aasw/constitution-bylaws/constitution-review-2019 (Note: you
must log-in as a Member to read).
Members who would prefer to review a “clean copy” of the Constitution (that is, without the
tracked changes) may do so upon request from the Company Secretary.
G. Comments on the Discussion Paper
The AASW Board welcomes Member comments and questions on this Discussion Paper.
The closing date for comments is 5:00pm Australian Eastern Summer Time, Monday 18 March
2019. Please send your comments and/or questions by this date to Geoff Bennett, Company
Secretary, AASW. Geoff’s contact details are geoff.bennett@aasw.asn.au or telephone
(03) 9320 1017.
Members are also invited to participate in a GoToWebinar session with the National
President, National Vice-President (Lynne Harrold) and AASW Director – Brooke Kooymans at
7:00pm, Australian Eastern Summer Time, Tuesday 5 March 2019. Instructions on how to
participate in the Session will be forwarded to Members separately.
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